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Same as original. 

5 skeins Rowan Fine Tweed Haze (235 yds/215m each).
Or approx. 1000 yds/915m of an equivalent DK-weight yarn.

Poncho Body: US 6 (4mm) needles, or size to obtain gauge.
Ribbed Cowl: US 4 (3.5mm) 16"/40cm circular needle, or 2 sizes smaller than gauge needle.

K = knit; P = purl.

Please refer to the original pattern for complete instructions. 
Only changes are covered in this adaptation.

Tip: We recommend you swatch and note your blocked row gauge. If your row gauge differs from 
the original pattern, note your gauge per inch/cm and multiply that by 50"/127cm to determine 
total number of rows to work for the poncho body.

Complete poncho as directed in original pattern through shoulder seam.

With smaller circular needle and RS facing, beginning at shoulder seam, pick up and knit 
120 sts (approx. 3 sts for every 4 rows). Note: If your stitch count is off by a few, increase or 
decrease evenly across the following round to achieve 120 sts. 

Place marker at beginning of round and join.

Round 1: *K2, P2*; repeat between * * to end. [120 sts]

Repeat Round 1 until cowl measures approx. 8"/20cm, or desired length, from neck edge.

Continuing with smaller needle, bind off in pattern, matching tension of work so bind off 
edge doesn’t pull in or flare out.

Using a press cloth, steam cowl lightly; do not press. Weave in ends as invisibly as possible.
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‘EASY FOLDED PONCHO’: Ribbed Cowl Version
Instructions for working a K2/P2 ribbed cowl on your  

Churchmouse Classics ‘Easy Folded Poncho’ in Rowan Fine Tweed Haze.


